Living Room Conversations

- a student or someone into faith and dialogic work

**Living Room Conversations** fosters connection within communities and across divides to increase understanding and respect. We’re a fully remote team passionate about creating belonging, and the role conversation can play in helping others feel seen and heard. We work with individuals, communities, and organizations across the country and in our backyards all while helping to lead and contribute to the larger Bridging Movement.

**We want to connect with and understand our communities of practice** and are looking for a motivated individual to help us expand and deepen our existing national network of faith communities. Living Room Conversations is an excellent tool to increase belonging, empathy and understanding; explore interfaith work; and build capacity for meaningful conversations around critical topics.

We have a short-term contract with the potential to lead to a more permanent role with the organization.

**Candidate will:**
- Be a self-driven member of a faith community who is comfortable with technology
- Have excellent written and verbal skills, as well as a passion for faith work and networking
- Track outreach in Little Green Light, collect stories from current practitioners of LRC in faith communities, and conduct listening sessions to inform our offerings
- Contract details: 60 hours at $25/hour with weekly check-ins and the potential for an ongoing position

Pedro Silva <therooflesschurch@gmail.com>